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Comedy Radio shows duration usually 3 minutes, but often run longer. Other times you will have less than a minute to make an impression. The comedians will often deliver some jokes, establish a persona, then transition to their next joke. The show is often transmitted live, with the exception of radio shows that are pre-recorded. There are many

different versions of a radio comedy show, many different hosts, and often many different comedians will appear on a single show. Each comedian will have their own style and persona, and the show will often combine more than one comedian to make it a more entertaining show. Often times the host of the show will introduce the comedians in the show
and then the comedians will deliver their jokes in order. Traditional panel shows normally have three or four comedians on the show, and often are not live. The comedians take turns in a round-robin format, often alternating between two or three comedy segments and interlude periods. Longer panel shows have a host, often a
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